
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for an inside account executive.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for inside account executive

Learn fast and be a team player on a small and fast paced sales team
Build and maintain relationships with key executives, line of business leaders
and decision makers across the accounts you own
Demonstrate immediate to advanced time management and planning skills,
prioritize efforts, generate short term results and hold a long-term
perspective to maximize overall company growth
Prepare and submit reports in conjunction with the Inside Account Executive’s
activities including, but not limited to, activity reports, presentation materials,
itineraries, company training
Execute on all phases of the sales cycle such as lead generation, prospecting,
research, customer impact assessment, proposal generation, campaign
implementation, account management / optimization, and follow up
Quote for and place orders for customer requirements with established
systems and procedures to ensure goods are delivered within promised
timescales
Work closely with the relevant operational teams to facilitate high levels of
customer service
Input in to and be an active part of continuous improvement projects within
the department
Develop strong and productive customer relationships, evidenced with
positive feedback and commercial understanding
To provide input in to the sales and operations planning process with
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Qualifications for inside account executive

Strong client service, with both telephone and in-person sales prospecting
skills
Ability to multi task in a deadline driven, goal oriented environment
Proficiency with Microsoft Office, Outlook, and CRM management (such as
Salesforce)
Ability to travel approximately 15% of the year for up to a week at a time
Minimum of 4 years proven successful sales experience
Experience in and comfort with a high outbound phone sales environment


